More Schools Going Live with Degree Tracker

Owning the journey of onboarding Degree Tracker to more schools and programs, the Office of the University Registrar will be rolling out the tool to Graduate Business programs this January. Although the school (GBUS) was already utilizing the degree audit function in Peoplesoft to some degree, the transition to Degree Tracker brings about significant and meaningful changes. This is in terms of functionality, accuracy and centralized system support which translates to increased staff productivity and greater student success.

Underlining the value that Degree Tracker delivers, the Office of the University Registrar continues to build the momentum towards onboarding additional schools in the coming semesters. To that end, the Degree Tracker Team is currently in the process of implementing the tool to the Rollins School of Public Health and the project is set to be completed this spring.

Recognizing the impact of utilizing Degree Tracker, more schools are expressing interest to implement the tool and we are prioritizing programs based on feasibility, available resources and more. Thus, we are in the fit-gap and requirement gathering phase of the project for additional schools.

Resources and Training

As we onboard more schools, we are equally committed to provide the support you need with Degree Tracker. Find Resources on the Web. Contact us by email: degreetrackerhelp@listserv.cc.emory.edu.

Email us with one-on-one / group training session request with your department at your convenience.

Sign Up for Spring Degree Tracker Training Sessions via: